


Martino Pesavento e Figli: wood and its character
Martino Pesavento e Figli rcreates exclusive high quality 
custom-made wooden furnishing, which express an authentic 
Made in Italy.
For more than 50 years brings the ideas of designers and 
architects to life, following each project in detail.
The craftsmanship and artisan know-how are combined with 
technological innovations. Thanks to our digital development,
we are able to elaborate and produce technical drawings, 
designing tailor-made solutions through specialized high 
precision
software. Our competences allow us to care the project from the 
idea to the final assembling and installation.
From panelling of carved wood like “boiseries” to essential 
furnishing as stairs, doors or kitchens, from classic to
contemporary furniture, Martino Pesavento furnish interiors of 
villas and residences, offices and elegant boardrooms of
affluent companies.
Its products can be found in important Italian cities like Rome, 
Venice, Milan and Florence, as well as in the famous resort
of Portofino and abroad in countries like Spain, France, Monaco, 
Switzerland, Romania and Russia.

“There is a story behind every piece of wood, written in its 
scent, its colour, its grain. We have learned to recognize 
and interpret it, to give wood a new and elegant form.”

Martino Pesavento e Figli means:

- Authentic Made in Italy
- Detailed technical drawings
- Custom made services
- High quality of realisations
- Attention to details and to finishing
- Respect and precise execution of the original project
- Single interlocutor for the complex projects
- Providing with samples of materials and finishing
- Pre-assembly before shipping
- Possibility of assembly with our high-qualified installation team



With over 50 years of experience in Italian style, we transform 
the ideas of designers and architects into unique realities.





Taylor-made for each part of the house.





The perfect combination and the balance between artisan know-
how and technological innovations are the key for exclusive 
taylor-made solutions.





Furniture, even contemporary and essential, has classic 
treatments during its production, in respect of historical Italian 
traditions and of the most accurate working techniques.





Knowing how to celebrate the beauty of the wood, to highlight the 
details of the workmanship, to make the furniture exclusive, while 
proceeding with ideas coming reality.





Work process based on an individual approach: accurate 
technical drawings, customised samples of materials and 
finishings, attention to details and to the precise execution of the 
original project.





Inhouse pre-assembly for the final verification and installation by 
high-qualified specialists are complete the uniqueness and the 
high-end quality of created furniture.
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Martino Pesavento & Figli
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